Auxiliary Hydraulics
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High Reach

3rd Member

Whether you’re a professional demolition contractor who
needs specialized high-reach equipment, or a general
contractor who occasionally knocks down buildings, Link-Belt
Demolition Equipment is designed and built to provide you
up-time and durability in this demanding application.
Day-in and day-out, you can rely on heavy-duty Link-Belt
equipment to get your crew through to the end of another job.

Cab Raise and/or Tilt

2nd Member

Ground-Level
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When the pieces start
falling, don’t take a chance
on damaging a cylinder rod.
Have them protected with
sliding shields to take the
brunt of a hit.

Heavy-Duty Linkage

When the dust and debris begins to
fly, cover cylinder rods up with flexible
sleeves to prevent them from being
scarred or from damaging seals.

Heavy-Duty High-Lift bracket
for extended-reach applications

You probably wouldn’t know it because most people don’t look, but
every Link-Belt excavator is protected under the carbody with a guard
to prevent mud, re-bar and other miscellaneous jobsite debris from
potentially damaging key components inside the bearing tub.
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You may not admit it, but those banged-up
service doors on your equipment don’t
convey “professional contractor”…whether
you’re in demolition or not. So when you’re
hauling your “name” around town, make
sure it looks good with Heavy-Duty Pump and
Radiator Doors that are built to withstand the
abuse. We’ll also put a Tank Skin on the fuel/
hydraulic tanks to guard against punctures.

Protect your investment with

Help prevent serious damage from
unintentional bumps and scrapes by
adding Heavy-Duty Catwalks that
are welded to the upperstructure.
Prefer angle iron bumpers?
Sure… we can do that!

Guarding
built to take the abuse

Several choices are available in Cab Guarding,
including three different front guards with one that’s
hinged so you can easily clean the windshield. Adding
a Head Guard is easy too with mounting bosses that
are already installed for you to bolt the guarding on.

Travel motors are protected
with covers that are extrathick, heavy-duty steel.

The costliest wear-and-tear on
an excavator is usually to the
undercarriage. With Full-Length
Track Guards, you add a layer of
protection that can help minimize
damage to rollers and track chain
by keeping them in line and free
from jobsite debris

Ever rolled a piece of re-bar up with
your track and punctured the belly
of your excavator’s upperstructure…
maybe even trashed a radiator or a
pump? If you have, then you know how
expensive it can be. Don’t let it happen
again, equip your machine with
Heavy-Duty Belly Pans made of
¼-inch thick plate steel.
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Cab
Raise, Tilt or Both
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If you’re an operator, you’ll appreciate doing business
in a Link-Belt demolition machine. From the comfort
and controllability to the exceptional visibility and
performance, Link-Belt cabs bring new meaning to the
term “all in a day’s work.” If you’re an owner and you’re
thinking about buying a new piece of equipment, ask
your operator about Link-Belt!

If you’ve been in the demolition business for any length
of time, you’ve probably had at least one windshield
shattered from flying debris. Don’t take a chance on
hoping you can avoid it the next time. Take your pick from
several choices in factory cab guarding, including three
different front guards with one that’s hinged so you can
easily clean the windshield.

Customize our cab to fit your needs. We can make it tilt,
raise hydraulically or even build it to raise-and-tilt. Cabs
tilt up to 30-degrees. Have a specific cab raise height
in mind? Then ask us to meet your spec. Chances are,
we’ve already built one!

Adding a Head Guard is easy too with mounting bosses
that are already installed for you to bolt the guarding on.
For any High-Reach machine, FOPS Level II cab guarding
is standard. All Link-Belt high-reach machines come
equipped with a thick, laminated front windshield…which
is basically bullet proof.

Hydraulics
The open-center hydraulic system on every Link-Belt
machine allows oil to freely move throughout the system
to be immediately available for a smoother response to
any function activated. Regenerative circuits and parallel
passageways in the main control valve also give oil the
ability to go where it’s needed most, giving you a smoother,
responsive machine, especially when multi-functioning.
We only use the best hydraulic technology available to the
market with hydraulic pumps, cylinders and valves from the
world’s two leading hydraulic component manufacturers.
Kawasaki® variable-volume, axial-piston pumps are the
leading brand on the world’s best equipment. The same
can be said about Kayaba® hydraulic cylinders. KYB has
specialized in hydraulic technology for more than 80 years,
giving them a clear-cut advantage in building superior
cylinders for our machines.
All Link-Belt demolition machines are equipped with HeavyDuty Linkage. For standard excavators, HD Linkage is
standard with machines equipped with factory auxiliary
hydraulics on single-acting and multi-function kits.
Link-Belt’s work modes maximize every machine movement
for maximum power.
SP: Speed Priority Mode
Maximum system output for faster cycle times; includes
automatic engagement of Power Boost to handle heavy loads.
H: Heavy Mode
This all-purpose work mode reduces fuel consumption while
still providing plenty of power and includes automatic
engagement of Power Boost to handle heavy loads.
A: Applied Power Mode
For use in lifting applications or when performing precision
work. Power Boost is always on in A Mode.
Attachment Mode
10 pre-programmed auxiliary pump settings for single- or
double-pump tool requirements. Main control valve comes
standard with one auxiliary spool and is stackable for
additional functionality.
High-Reach Demolition Mode
This mode activates the boom safety system, swing speed
and swing limiter, mid-stick cylinder controls, and may
activate optional features such as Dust Suppression or
Camera System.
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Auxiliary Hydraulics
Maximize the versatility of your demolition machine with auxiliary
hydraulics to run your favorite tools. You can easily set up and save
hydraulic tools with 10 different pump settings on every X2 and X3
machine. Single or double-pump settings provide the exact flow you
need for any hydraulic tool.
Five different factory auxiliary hydraulic options are available for
your individual needs.
Single-Acting Auxiliary Hydraulics: Provides one-way flow for
tools such as hammers or compactors. Can be set up as
joystick or pedal activated and the flow can be adjusted from
inside the cab.
Thumb Auxiliary Hydraulics: Provides double-acting flow to the
end of the boom for operating hydraulic thumbs. Flow can be
adjusted from inside the cab.
Rotate Auxiliary Hydraulics: Provides double-acting low flow to
the end of the boom for rotate or tilt functions.
Multi-Function Auxiliary Hydraulics: Provides single or doubleacting auxiliary hydraulics for use with virtually any tool.
Includes in-cab activation of a three-way ball valve to prevent
damage from oil going to the backside of a hammer. Can be set
up to adjust pressure settings from inside the cab on X3 machines.
Combination Auxiliary Hydraulics: Provides multi-function and
rotate auxiliary hydraulics for the ultimate set up in any
demolition application. Can be set up to adjust pressure
settings from inside the cab on X3 machines.
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C&D Recycling
Sorting through a controlled blast used to require a lot of
manpower and hand torches… now there is a better tool for
the job. With an X2 Series MH equipped with genset and
auxiliary hydraulics, you can install complimentary tools
such as a shear or magnet to quickly process the metal.

Add a quick-coupler for maximum versatility to attach a tool
like a trash grapple and quickly make light of any C&D.
With a hydraulic cab riser, operators can easily see down
into trucks, containers or crushers without having to bench
the machine.
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High-Reach
Your Link-Belt high-reach demolition machine is actually four machines in
one. When it’s not tearing down tall buildings, it can be equipped with
a second-member boom and long arm to turn it into an extended-reach
demolition machine with the boom mounted in the straight position. Or,
pin the second-member boom in the curved position, add an arm and a
bucket, and you’ve got a trenching or truck loading machine. Use the same
attachment configuration with a processor for ground-level applications such
as crushing concrete, or turn it into second-member mobile shear. If needed,
a material-handling boom is optional for sorting yard applications.
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The modular stub boom accepts a variety of attachment configurations to
allow your Link-Belt high-reach demolition machine to handle virtually any
job site application. The second-member boom attachment pin can be
positioned in either the straight or curved configuration.

All high-reach attachments, regardless of length, include Hose Burst Check
Valves at the boom hoist cylinders and mid-stick cylinder to prevent the
attachment from dropping due to a break in a hydraulic line. Optional on
other machines.
For quicker set-up, all high-reach attachments can be equipped with
hydraulically-engaged boom mounting pins. And, all hydraulic tubing
connections are quick-connects.
An optional Dust Suppression watering system can be added to any
Link-Belt machine with the additional option of a hydrant fitting or a
machine-mounted water tank.
For a birds eye view in high-reach applications, an optional Camera System
with color monitor and two views can be mounted at the end of the stick.
Depending on attachment reach, additional counterweight may be required.
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There really is a Link-Belt made just for you! If
it’s a high-reach that needs 150-feet of reach,
we can build it. If you have to tuck-and-run
from job-to-job, no problem. Need just enough
reach to get to that third story, got it covered.
Can’t get it from the other guys, give us a call.
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